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Importance of the (bat 
break in the Madison limestone 
as an oil zone In the Cat Bank 
field was stressed again this 
week when another well got oil 
in this horizon and came In flow» 
ing, following acidization, with 
an initial greater than that of 
two other wells previously 
drilled to this level.
Newest producer from the deep 

pay zone is Carter Oil company s 
No. 1 Merchant’s Trust, ln C NW 
NW 7-36N-5W. Originally 
at 3071 In the top of tn< 
limestone, It was deepened to 3084, 
acidized with 1,000 gallons, and re
sponded with an initial flow of 13Vk 
barrels hourly—slightly more than 
300 barrels dally—through 44-inch 
choke.

It Is a quarter of a mile east of 
Carter-Brindley No. 1. the first well 
in this field to find oil In the Madi
son lime. The Brindley well was 
completed In the top 
Is still producing from thafhorlzon.

It Is slightly more than a quarter 
of a mile northeast of Carter-Lar- 
mon No. 1 that was deepened last 
week to the break In the lime and 
flowed 239 barrels In 23 hours on 
Initial test.

It Is two miles north of Union Oil 
company’s No. 1 Stufft, that got 
only a show of gas at the top of the 
lime and that was then deepened, to 
become the field’s first well to find 
oil In the break. This well flowed 
8 barrels hourly after acidization 
and Is now pinched In, flowing 114 
barrels dally, pipeline oil.

(Continued on Pas« 8)
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Meets DelayAbove Is the “hot" area In the northwestern 
section of the Cut Bank field, in which this field’s 
first production has been found at the top of the 
Madison lime, and in a break beneath the top 
of the Madison lime, all below the Cut Bank sands 
that have hitherto yielded nearly all of the field 
output of 47,000,000 barrels. (The Cut Bank sands 
carry water in this part of the field.) First well 
to find production at the TOP of the lime was 
Carter-Brindley No. 1. Next, Carter drilled Lar- 
mon No. 1 and Merchant’s Trust No. 1, small 
producers from the TOP of the lime. Two miles 
south. Union Oil Company then came in and 
drilled Stufft No. 1 to the TOP of the lime, 
getting only a small gas flow. Carried down 72 
feet, this well went into a lime break and pumped 
initially 30 barrels daily. Acidized, it flowed 200

barrels daily and is now flowing 114 barrels 
daily, pinched in. Carter then deepened No. 1 
Larmon to the break and after acidization it 
flowed 239 barrels in 23 hours through 34-inch 
choke. This week Carter-Larmon No. 1 was deep
ened to 3084 and acidized with 1,000 gallons. It 
responded by flowing 13Và barrels an hour—more 
than 300 barrels daily—through 34-inch choke. 
Shown on map are three other wells now drilling, 
all with the lime break as their objective. P. & S.- 
Haugen No. 1 is drilling past 1950 feet, Carter- 
Brindley No. 2 past 535 feet (with rotary tools) 
and Union-Stufft No. 2 is drilling at 2430 feet 
Not shown on map is new location announced 
as the week ended, Carter-M. F. Brown No. 1, C 
SE NE 24-36N-6W—a west offset to Union-Stufft 
No. 1.

Wildcat of the Union Oil company 
on the Grandview nose, north of the 
Devon oil and gas fields and 14 
miles east of Ollmont, la now lower
ing casing to 1685 following which 
attempts will be renewed to fish out 

drill by lost underreamer lug. 
Completion of this well to the top of 

Madison lime Is expected within 
a few days after the fishing Job has 
been cleaned up. It Is now believed 
this well may be carried some dis
tance Into the lime, regardless of 
what Is found at the contact, in view 
of the fact It Is on approximately 
the same contour line as the Union 
well in the Cut Bank field that got 
production In a break In the lime— 
the first in that field to do so.
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Biggs Gunderson Well Makes 
Tank of Oil, First 24 Hours

May Spur Action in Big Pool
Cal Creek West Dome Well 
Cores Oil in Deeper Sand

One of the best wells completed In the Kevln-Sunburst field in 
many months has been drilled in by C. E. Biggs on the Gunderson 
lease in the north central portion of the field, in NW NW NW 
19-35N-2W.

It got the Ellis-Madison contact at 1679, was drilled to 1683 and 
acidized with 1,000 gallons. After recovery of the water used In 
acidizing, the well pumped a tank of oil in 24 hours, without water, 
indicating an initial output in excess of 200 barrels daily.

Additional lease tankage la being 
erected and Biggs Is moving 
new location on this lease, m 
SW 19-36N-2W. On the Frvberger 
lease to the south, Crumley-Fry- 

SW NE 24-36N-3W,

Possi 
lasting
most oil from s
west flank of West Dorns, has cored 12 feet of oil saturation in the 
Morrison sand, topped at 1724, and is drilling ahead, planning to 
core the second deep sand commencing at about 1830 feet.

This well is a northeast offset to Ralph Chamberlain’s 12-A Rhens 
that got oil in the Morrison and has since been pumping oil and 
water, due to failure of repeated cementing jobs to shut off water 
coming In from above, from the third Cat Creek sand. The Chamber- 
lain well was not carried down to the second deep sand.

Opening of substantial production 4~jSSM&&SSS&^5SjjjSSS|jj5
by Continentsl-Har ten No. 11 would 
probably lead to drilling on other 
West Dome lease«, higher on struc
ture, but so far not tested for deep 
sand possihUnies, Shallow first and 
second Cat Creek sands on this

providing the Incentive that may lead to some real 
the deeper horizons In the Cat Creek pool that yielded 

hallow horizons, Continental-Harlan No. 11, on the
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Stripper Well 

Plans Talked

sw

berger No. 31, W 
Is expected to complete within the 
next few days 

One other con 
ported In the field 
C T. Okm’s No. 24 Engemoen pump
ing 15 barrels a day, without water, 
following acidization with 1,000

Plans for coordinating the efforts 
of Montana stripper well operators 
with those of stripper well opera
tors In other states were discussed 
at a well-attended meeting at Oll
mont Monday evening. Main ob
jective of the coordination will be 

to Insure a continuance

was ra
the field s total output of more 
than $25,000,000 In high-gravity oil.

Another well expected during the 
coming week to provide additional 
information on est Dome deep 
sand prospects Is Jack Gay’s No. 1

gallons.
An exceptional number of new
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